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Short description of possible research topics for a PhD:
Nowadays the augmented reality (AR) technology becomes widely used in the daily life
thanks to the newly innovated device such as Microsoft HoloLens. This technology usually
allows people to interact with digital content in 3D (virtual mock-up) in the real world. In the
literature, most of the research work have worked on how to visualize the virtual mock-up
together with real elements, which let people believe it belongs to the real environment. The
challenge was how to deduce the correct transformation (translation, rotation and scale) of the
virtual mock-up according to the point of view on the real elements. Other works have
illustrated various possibilities to interact with the virtual mock-up as what people can do with
a real object. One application is to reshape or modify geometrically the virtual mock-up with
the consideration of the real environment to which it should belong. The contribution of
thesis is to propose a new AR system that allows people to redesign virtually the shape of
the real objects. The objects in the real world will be digitalized at first and then inserted
intoAR system to manipulate within in the real world. One major scientific challengeishow to
handle the occlusion phenomena between the real and virtual objects?
Required background of the student:
Programming, geometric modeling, digitalization, mesh reconstruction and editing, computer
vision and augmented reality.
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